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1. Project information: Title and short description of the program

*Outport and Hinterland*
*Rotterdam Business and the Ruhr Industry, 1870-2000*

This proposed research project aims to explore the development of the economic links between Rotterdam, Rotterdam business and the Rhine mouth ports on the one hand, and the Ruhr district and Ruhr industry on the other in the course of the 1870-2000 period. The central research questions are: how and why economic interdependencies between Rotterdam and its hinterland evolved over these 130 years, in which way the main actors shaped the cross-border region, and what role networks or clusters played in this process. The project focuses on two main actors in the Lower Rhine economy, i.e. firms and governments. The guiding theory is based on ideas of agglomeration or clustering as used in economic geography. These theories have been developed further since the 1990s by economist like Michael Porter and Paul Krugman who have led a new discourse of regional competitiveness and both explored the connection between agglomeration (or clustering) and their view of (cross-border) regional competitiveness. The whole project will be divided into three sub-projects, which all have a case study approach. A final synthesis will be written by the two supervisors of the whole project.

2. Composition of the Research Team

a. First applicant: Prof. dr. Hein A.M. Klemann
   Professor in Economic and Social History
   Faculty of History and Arts
   Erasmus University Rotterdam
   P.O. box 1738
   3000 DR Rotterdam
   The Netherlands
   Klemann@fhk.eur.nl

b. Second applicant: Dr. Ben Wubs
   EUR-Fellow and researcher
   Faculty of History and Arts
   Erasmus University Rotterdam
   P.O. Box 1738
   3000 DR Rotterdam
   Wubs@fhk.eur.nl

c. Three Ph.D. students. Like the applicants, they will work at the Faculty of History and Arts of Erasmus University Rotterdam. They will participate in the Ph.D. research program of the N.W. Posthumus Institute.

d. Advisory Committee: an international committee of five experts, who will oversee the progress and intellectual output of the project during annual meetings with the Ph.D. students and the applicants.

- Prof. dr. Paul van de Laar, Professor Urban History, Erasmus University of Rotterdam. Specialist in the history of Rotterdam.
- Prof. dr. Kees van Paridon, Chair of Economics, Faculty of Social Science, Erasmus University Rotterdam and specialist in Dutch-German economic relations.
They all have expressed their willingness to participate.

3. Structure of the proposed research

The research program consists of three sub-projects and a synthesis. The three sub-projects, which simultaneously form the basis of a certain periodization, have a clear economic and business historical approach. The three sub-projects will be put into effect by three Ph.D students. A final synthesis will be written by the two supervisors of the whole project. The projects will be done from the same research-perspective, however, the research questions will differ for each sub-project.

The title of the synthesis is the same as that of the whole project:

*Outport and Hinterland*  
*Rotterdam Business and the Ruhr Industry, 1870-2000*

The titles of the sub-projects are:

a. *Coal, Iron Ore and Steel*  
   *Rotterdam Business and the German ‘Montan’ Industry, 1870-1940*

b. *Opting for Oil.*  
   *Rotterdam’s Oil Harbour and the Move from Coal to Petrochemical Feedstock of the Rhine Industry, 1945-1970*

c. *The Box and Rotterdam’s New Hinterland.*  

4. Description of the proposed research

This proposed research project aims to explore the development of the economic links between Rotterdam, Rotterdam business and the Rhine mouth ports on the one hand, and the Ruhr district and Ruhr industry on the other in the course of the 1870-2000 period. The central research questions are how and why economic interdependencies between Rotterdam and its hinterland evolved over these 130 years, in which way the main actors shaped the cross-border region, and what role networks or clusters played in this process. Although hinterland is a much more complicated and dynamic concept, it is here briefly defined as the chief continental interior area of origin and destination of traffic flows through a port. The project focuses on two main actors in the Lower Rhine economy, i.e. firms and governments. The geographical location and natural conditions made the development of Europe’s most important cross-border economic region possible. It were entrepreneurs and firms, however, that

---

1 In the project this aspects needs more attention and should be one of the research topics. See for example: J.G.W. Simons, *Een achterlandverkenning. Enkele beschouwingen over het begrip “achterland” aan de hand van literatuur, een factorenoverzicht, Rotterdamse promotiereizen en statistische gegevens met betrekking tot Rotterdam* (Rotterdam, s.n., 1984).
used the given possibilities and created the economic reality: small, medium sized and big international firms and (inter)national cartels shaped the Lower Rhine economy. Nevertheless, as regulator of economic activities, owner of public companies and provider of public goods, governments played a determinative role as well.

In the second half of the nineteenth century Germany’s heavy industry became increasingly dependent on foreign raw materials, in particular iron ore and wood. As freight costs over water declined in comparison to freight costs by railway, this industry concentrated more and more in the Lower Rhine area. The Ruhr industry and mines also needed an outlet for its finished products and coal, and simultaneously, the growing population of workers needed cheap food from abroad. As a result, Rotterdam evolved into the most important outport for its German hinterland and the Rhine River became the foremost commercial inland waterway of Europe.

Economic conditions in Germany, in particular in the Lower Rhineland, determined the Dutch economy to a large extent ever since the late nineteenth century. When around 1870 the German nation-state was founded, the Netherlands participated in the economic part of the accompanying integration process. This did not mean, however, that the smaller Netherlands was unilaterally dependent on its bigger neighbour. The German interests in the Netherlands were enormous, and its dependency on Dutch services was also significant. For more than a century there existed a close link between the growth rates of the German and Dutch economies. Since the 1990s, however, as a result of major structural changes in the Ruhr district this narrow link has become difficult to prove statistically.  

A research project, funded by NWO, into the economic integration of Germany and the Netherlands and the political consequences has been set up at the Erasmus University by Prof. Dr. Hein A.M. Klemann The Netherlands and Germany: 1870-2000: economic interdependence versus sovereignty. The aim of his project is to analyse how, when around 1870 the German nation-state was founded, the Netherlands participated in the economic part of the accompanying integration process, but at the same time could preserve its sovereignty.

As Rotterdam has played a key role in the development of the economic Dutch-German dyad, a closer investigation into the specific role of Rotterdam business and its harbours seems opportune as well. In 2001 and 2002 the Center for Economic Studies (Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium) and the Center of Business History (Erasmus University Rotterdam) were involved in a project called Rotterdam-Antwerp: a century and a half of port competition 1880-2000, for which the Flemish Dutch Scientific Committee (VNC) provided research funds.  The aim of this project was to investigate different variables that influenced competition between these ports and their overall effect on cargo flows. In order to be able to determine the importance of these variables a large database was constructed containing the flow of cargo in both ports. Although this research did not explore the reciprocal relationship between Rotterdam and the Ruhr region, its database can be used for a statistical analysis of Rotterdam and its hinterland.

This proposed research project is particularly significant because it deals with the origins, the growth and structural changes of the world’s largest port, Rotterdam, and Western Europe’s largest industrial complex, the Ruhr district, and their interrelations in terms of regional economic development. The three sub-themes of this new project are: the German Montan Industry – a combination of coal, iron and steel manufactures – and its relations to Rotterdam in the 1870-1940 period, the transformation from coal to oil in the German economy and the effects on the Rhine mouth ports after World War II, and last, the effects of globalization and containerization on the Lower Rhine economy during the last part of the twentieth century.

Theoretical framework

---


3 The results of this project are published in two edited volumes: Reginald Loyen, Erik Buyst and Greta Devos (eds.) Struggling for leadership: Antwerp-Rotterdam port competition between 1870 and 2000 (Heidelberg/New York: Physica Verlag, 2003); Ferry de Goey (ed.) Comparative port history of Rotterdam and Antwerp 1880-2000. Competition, Cargo and Costs (Amsterdam: Aksant, 2004).
Why do some nations prosper and others don’t is one of the main questions of economists since the beginning of the discipline. During the 1980s, however, under influence of what is generally called globalization, economist and policymakers became concerned with the competitiveness of nations. The threat from new industrializing countries like India and China necessitated efficiency, flexibility and technological innovation. In particular, Michael Porter’s study *The Competitive Advantage of Nations* has shaped national policy in many countries since its publication in 1990. According to Porter, the national environment affects the competitive position of firms. Analyzing this environment will bring fundamental insights how competitive advantage on the firm level is created and sustained. Furthermore, Porter introduced the concept of clusters, which he defined as groups of interrelated firms, suppliers, related industries and specialized institutions in particular fields that are present in particular locations. The most famous example is the high tech cluster of Silicon Valley in the United States. This agglomeration of firms has long been recognized in economic geography, but not in relation to national competitiveness. Porter aimed to explore the connection between agglomeration (or clustering) and his view of competition and strategy.

National competitiveness, however, is a contentious concept. On the firm level competitiveness is often taken to mean a firm’s ability to create, retain and expand its market share, but on a national and aggregate level the concept is rather elusive and hard to measure. Some regions, nonetheless, perform better than others. Geography as a science has long researched spatial disparities, but have not thought of these disparities in terms of competitiveness. It has not been geographers, but economist like Michael Porter and Paul Krugman who have led a new discourse of regional competitiveness. In 2001 Porter even stated that the drivers of prosperity are based at the sub-national level and that therefore the locus of analysis should move from national to regional and local levels.

Krugman identifies two primary interrelated sources of regional competitiveness: ‘regional fundamentals’ and ‘regional external economies’. Regional fundamentals are rooted in key regionally-embedded characteristics such as level of education, culture of entrepreneurship, infrastructure, and an intentional public policy. Regional external economies are a result of a region’s economic development – in Porter’s terms ‘environment’ – which arise as a consequence of geographical concentrations of clusters. A close spatial agglomeration of similar and related firms enables firms to benefit from these locally embedded externalities, e.g. access to specialised labour, spill-overs of technology and knowledge and networks of trusts and shared business cultures and practices. Economist and geographers alike now argue that these regional externalities are to be recognised as an important basis of regional success.

Also on a practical policy level the regional economy has become an important level of aggregation. In 2004 the European commission stated that the improvement of regional competitiveness across the Union ‘will boost the growth potential of the EU economy as a whole’. However, regional policy to reduce regional disparities by channelling public funds towards projects to lure firms from the core to the lagging region, appear to be rather ineffective according to some scholars. According to Brakman et al agglomeration advantages lock business activity in relatively prosperous core regions.

---

6 Ibid., xii.
By viewing regional competitiveness as an evolutionary (i.e. historical) process, considerable leeway is also opened up for the application of two key concepts from evolutionary economics, i.e. path dependence and adaptation. Economic choices are always to some extent depended on past institutional and technological developments. Regional economies inherit the legacy of their past developments, which can have negative as well as positive effects. On the other hand, a region’s successful development depends on its adaptive capability: the capacity of firms, clusters, and state institutions in an economic region to adapt to new market, technological and organisational opportunities. This historical research project explores both aspects of long-term economic development of the Lower Rhine clusters.

Transnational turn
The Ruhr industry would not have developed on such a scale as it did without such a favourably located outport, and conversely, Rotterdam would not have become the greatest port in the world without Europe’s largest industrial centre as its hinterland. One could not have developed without the other. Still, the development of Rotterdam’s port and its business, as well as the development of the Lower Rhine industry have been studied mostly in isolation of each other until now. A cross-border regional and therefore genuine transnational approach is badly needed.

In 2007 Johan Schot and Jan Pieter Smits called for a transnational turn in history. They argue that the globalization literature provided historians with a new transnational research agenda which focuses on the study of cross-border flows, people and organisations involved, new spaces constructed, and on the influence of these flows on national and local histories. The transnational space evolved through a circulation and interaction of people, goods, information, etc. The nation state plays a role as well, but not a dominant one. According to Patricia Clavin, who aimed to define transnationalism as a historical concept, it is ‘best understood not as fostering bounded networks, but as creating honeycombs, a structure that sustains and gives shapes to the identities of nation-states, international and local institutions, and particular social and geographic spaces.’ This research focuses on the transnational aspects of the Lower Rhine economy which enables us to break free from the national oriented economic historiography.

A case study approach
Quantitative data on the Lower Rhine economy to test the validity our theoretical framework developed in the theoretical part are lacking for the greater part, except for figures on Rhine shipping based on Central Commission for Navigation on the Rhine in Strasbourg. Therefore, a case study approach is more appropriate. Quantitative data are used in the separate case studies, however. The case studies can be regarded as experiments to test the usefulness of our cluster framework. According to Yin, multiple-case studies increase the robustness of the results, compared to the single case designs. The goal of case studies is analytical generalization: (provisional) acceptance, rejection or moderation of theories, not empirical generalization. Even though all selected cases are just a part of the whole Lower Rhine cluster, an analytical generalization of the Lower Rhine economy in the course of time can be made. The results can also be fruitful for further research. With regard to the comparison between the selected cases, this research is explorative. Differences between the cases are analyzed, but no theoretical explanations are suggested beforehand.

20 Ibid., pp.10-11.
Originality and innovativeness

New research into Rotterdam Business and the Ruhr Industry is innovative for various reasons:

1. Its multidisciplinary approach: this research combines economic history, economic geography with methods of business history.
2. Its transnational approach: until now this economic region has usually been studied from a national perspective.
3. It will be done on the basis of primary archival material, maintained in company and state archives, which for the greater part have not been used for the history of this cross-border economic region until now.
4. A study of these companies in the Rhine region in relation with various (local) government agencies in Germany and the Netherlands enlarges our historical understanding of the development of government-business relations in the very long-run.
5. It provides a new historical perspective to the development of the Dutch-German dyad and its economic interdependency.

Project 1:
Coal, Iron Ore and Steel
Rotterdam Business and the German ‘Montan’ Industry, 1870-1940

Raw materials constituted the most important class of commodities transported in the Lower Rhine region. Downstream traffic of coal, and other products from Westphalia, chiefly for foreign markets, somewhat surpassed the upstream movement of iron ore, grain, and other imports.²¹ During the 1930s, for example, coal constituted about 70 percent of the total downstream traffic and came almost entirely from the Westphalian coal fields. Westphalia, however, was not only the greatest coal-producing part of Germany, it also contained the most important iron and steel industries of the just united country. The steel industry required the import of ore that helped to assure a return cargo for the coal barges at Rotterdam. As a result, Rotterdam became an important part of the Lower Rhine economy. Rotterdam port forwarded 80 percent of the iron ore upstream of the Rhine before the beginning of World War II. In the same period 80 percent of all Ruhr coal was shipped downstream to Rotterdam.

In 1893 the German coal producers joined forces, changed their marketing tactics, and founded a distribution and price cartel, i.e. Rheinisch-Westfälische Kohlen Syndikat (RWKS). In 1896 the Steenkolen Handelsvereniging (SHV) in Utrecht started its business and got the sole selling and distribution rights of RWKS. In 1901 D.G. van Beuningen, one of the partners of SHV, decided to set up an extremely successful coal business in Rotterdam as it turned out that it was much cheaper to transport and unload coal from Rhine barges than from rail wagons. As a result, Rotterdam became the leading coal transhipment port of the Netherlands.²² In addition, in the course of time SHV acquired hundreds of Rhine barges and the Dutch company developed into the biggest inland shipping company at the time.

As the Ruhr industry needed ore with a higher content of iron than the domestic mining-companies could deliver, the bulk of iron ore came from abroad. In the beginning transport by rail road was significant, however, after the Swedish mines were connected to ice-free ports in Norway, the Rhine became the dominant mode of transport. By 1903 Rotterdam had become the major transhipment port of iron towards the German hinterland.²³ As early as 1878 the German firm Wm. H. Müller & Co. had moved its headquarters from Düsseldorf to Rotterdam to become one of the leading shipping and trading companies of the Netherlands, which made its money mainly in iron ore. In

particular, Anthony Kröller would play a major role in the luxuriant growth of the firm before the first World War.\footnote{Bram Oosterwijk, \textit{Haven-Adel aan de Maas} (Rotterdam: Ad Donker, 1997) pp. 59-74.} In 1905 the German steel firm \textit{Thyssen} opened an agency in Rotterdam. The aim of the company was to organise the transhipment of coal and iron ore, and to act as a shipping company for Thyssen’s Rhine barges. Five years later the \textit{Handels- en Transport Mij.} became a company under Dutch law, which also administered Thyssen’s sea shipping activities. In Vlaardingen it established one of the largest harbour terrains in the Rotterdam port area. After the first World War the harbour activities were put in the \textit{Firma Havenbedrijf ‘Vlaardingen Oost’}. After the sequestration of German seagoing vessels by the Allies Thyssen’s sea shipping activities were administered by a new Dutch company \textit{Reederei Halcyon Lijn} set up in 1920. Two years earlier the German steel firm had established \textit{N.V. Bank voor Handel en Scheepvaart} in Rotterdam to remain access to the international money and capital market.\footnote{Carl Friedrich Baumann, \textit{Schloss Landsberg und Thyssen} (Duisburg/Essen: ThyssenKrupp AG, 2003) 24-25.}

The overall research theme of this first project relates to the question how important the Dutch-German clusters were for the development of the Lower Rhine economy. What was the Ruhr industry’s role in the development of Rotterdam’s ports? How big were the German direct investments in Rotterdam, its ports, and the transport sector? What was the significance of German entrepreneurs and migrants for Rotterdam? And the other way around, what was the significance of Rotterdam’s entrepreneurs for the Ruhr district? Why, where and when did these companies invest exactly in their neighbouring countries? What motives did these companies have for their initial investments? What was their strategy? Did the companies have specific competitive advantages which might explain their investments abroad? Last, what were the results of their investments?

Primary Sources
This study will be done on the basis of corporate and (local) government archives. Most important documents are to be found in historical archives of the Steenkolen Handelsvereniging (SHV) in Utrecht, ThyssenKrupp in Duisburg, Krupp in Essen, Thyssen-Bornemisza in Rotterdam, Wm. H. Müller & Co. in Rotterdam, Rheinisich-Westfälische Kohlen Syndikat (in the \textit{Wirtschaftsarchive}) in Essen. In addition, government reports and correspondence can be found in the public archives: \textit{Nationaal Archief} in The Hague, \textit{Archief van Buitenlandse Zaken} in The Hague, \textit{Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amts} and \textit{Bundesarchiv} in Berlin.

Project 2: 
\textbf{Opting for Oil.}  
\textit{Rotterdam’s Oil Harbour and the Move from Coal to Petrochemical Feedstock of the Rhine Industry, 1945-1970}

Before the Second World War petroleum transports via Rotterdam constituted about one third of the total imports of mineral oil in Germany. Compared to other bulk cargo-flows, however, the shipment of crude oil and oil products to the German hinterland lagged far behind. The presence of major oil companies, for example \textit{Standard Oil Company} and \textit{Royal Duth Shell}, and cheap storage and transhipment facilities, had strengthened Rotterdam’s position towards the German hinterland before Second World War. Before the war, nonetheless, 92 per cent of Germany’s energy needs were supplied by coal. After the war, like in other industrial nations, oil became a major energy source in Germany.\footnote{Peter P. Waller and Harry S. Swain, ‘Changing patterns of oil transportation and refining in West Germany’ in: \textit{Economic Geography}, Vol. 43, No. 2. (Apr., 1967), pp. 143-156.} With demand for oil products growing at increasing rates it became feasible for the international oil companies to build new refineries in Rotterdam and the Ruhr district. The Ruhr was the best site, since it was Germany’s most populated and largest industrial region. Moreover, the industrial centres in southern Germany could be supplied better from the Ruhr than from the Northern harbours of Hamburg and Bremen. The main problem, however, was that the supply of crude oil could not be handled sufficiently by river barges. As a consequence, between 1956 and 1958 two pipelines were built, one originated in Wilhelmshaven and the other in Rotterdam. At the same time Rotterdam...
built an immense new port, called Europoort, capable of receiving super tankers from all over the world. The spectacular development of the post-war oil industry in the German hinterland made Rotterdam into the oil harbour of Western Europe.

After the war, Rotterdam’s municipal government stimulated the expansion and the industrialisation of the port. Attracting industrial investments was essential to create employment and strengthen the position of the port. The experience of the 1930s had made clear that Rotterdam had been too dependent on its industrial hinterland in the Lower Rhine area. Transport, storage and transhipment had been the main activities, and traffic with Germany amounted to almost three quarters of the port’s annual transport. During the 1950s and 1960s, the city created new opportunities for big business and Rotterdam attracted investors from all over the world. After 1970, however, the attitude of the local government changed dramatically after environmental protests. The rejection of the Hoogovens-Hoechst project for the establishment of a steelworks at the enlarged Maasvlakte in 1971, was a turning point in the city’s attitude towards further industrialisation of Rotterdam.28

In the meanwhile, during the 1950s and 1960s, the German chemical industry had changed its raw materials basis completely.29 IG Farben had been replaced by three major successors, Hoechst, Bayer and BASF.30 During the 1950s these three dominant firms in the West German chemical industry had moved from a policy of autarky to dependence.31 Political and economic pressure of the Allies had forced Germany and its industry to a complete rejection of the pre-war ideas of autarky. However, competition from American chemical companies in particular had forced IG’s successors to move from coal based to petroleum-based chemistry. The big three and many other smaller chemical firms in Germany had become dependent from overseas oil, supplied by American, British and Anglo-Dutch companies, like Esso, BP and Royal Dutch Shell. The greater part of the oil, crude or refined, was delivered through Rotterdam. As a result, by the 1970s the Rotterdam port area had developed into one of the world’s largest petrochemical complexes.

The overall research question of the second project relates to the effects of the growing German demand for oil and oil products for the development of the Rotterdam port. What was the effect of the changing raw materials basis of the chemical industry in the Lower Rhine area for the development of Rotterdam’s industry? What were the results of the city’s attempts to make Rotterdam less dependent of the Ruhr district? Were there German direct investments after the war as a result of the industrialisation policy of the Dutch government? Where there significant investments of Rotterdam based firms in the Ruhr district? Is there continuity in regional clusters or can we observe new networks and new business strategies after the war? Last, did Dutch or German companies have specific competitive advantages which might explain their investments in their neighbouring country?

Primary Sources
This study will be done on the basis of corporate and (local) government archives. Most important documents are to be found in historical archives of Royal Dutch/Shell in The Hague, ThyssenKrupp in Duisburg, Bayer in Leverkusen, BASF in Ludwigshaven, Hoechst in Frankfurt. In addition, (local) government files on the companies can be found in the public archives: Rotterdam Port Authority (Gemeentelijk Haven Bedrijf) in Rotterdam, Nationaal Archief, Bundesarchiv in Berlin, Rheinisch-Westfälisches Wirtschaftsarchiv in Cologne, Hessischen Wirtschaftsarchiv in Darmstadt.

29 Ray Stokes, Opting for Oil: The Political Economy of Technological Change in the West German Chemical Industry, 1945-1961 (Cambridge: CUP, 1994).
Project 3:
The Box and Rotterdam’s New Hinterland.

The radical decline in freight rates during the nineteenth century, which had been the result of technological change, in particular the introduction of the steamship, encouraged a huge increase in world trade and added to the birth of the first global economy. A similar effect came from the piecemeal introduction of container shipping in the second part of the twentieth century. According to Marc Levinson the introduction of the container (the box) revolutionized trade patterns and industrial locations. The more container shipping was used the more costs fell and the cheaper container transportation became. As transportation costs extremely declined relative to other costs, manufactures began to relocate nationally and internationally. Globalization, here defined as a diffusion of economic activity without regard for national borders, was a logical result of this process.

The first containers in the port of Rotterdam were handled by Quick Dispatch on the Müller Progress Terminal in 1966. In that year the Rotterdam port handled about 60,000 TEU. Containerization boomed to about 1 million TEU in 1971 and had doubled by 1980. At the end of the twentieth century Rotterdam had become the biggest container port in Europe with more than 6.3 million TEU, which amounted to more than 60 per cent market share in the Hamburg-Le Harve range. In 2003 Rotterdam ranked seventh in the list of the world’s largest container ports.

The founding of ECT (Europe Combined Terminals) in 1966 was crucial for the development of a specialized container business in Rotterdam. The company was set up by NS (Dutch Railways) and five stevedoring companies, Quick Dispatch, Thomson, Müller Progress, Cornelis Swarttouw and Pakhuismeesteren. In 1967 ECT opened its first full container terminal in the Eemshaven. The persistent growth of container throughput in Rotterdam led to the construction of new container terminals on the Maasvlakte. In 1984 the Delta Multi-User (DMU) for the first time unloaded a container vessel. However, at the end of the 1990s ECT’s shareholders decided to sell their shares. The new shareholders HPH (Hutchison Port Holding), a group based in Hong Kong, and the Rotterdam Port Authority reached an agreement in 1999 with the Danish shipping company Maersk to dedicate part of the DMU terminal to Maersk’s container vessels. In 2004 ECT and P&O Nedlloyd opened the Euromax terminal at the Maasvlakte, which primarily accommodated P&O Nedlloyd vessels and partners of the Grand Alliance. The port of Rotterdam has meanwhile developed ambitious plans to build a second Maasvlakte to meet the further growth of container transport. However, the influx of overseas capital in Rotterdam, also meant that international stevedoring companies have acquired strategic positions to decide over the future of the Rotterdam port.

In the early years of containerization inland waterway transport only played a modest role. In the mid 1970s container services by specialised container barges began to develop gradually, as well as a whole new range of inland terminals along the Rhine. Around 2000 the growing realisation of the potential offered by container barges led to an investment wave in new terminals in the Lower Rhine area. By 2003 this region had more than 60 container terminals. Also in the German hinterland overseas capital began to expand. For example, Imperial Logistics International, a subsidiary of Imperial Holdings Limited based in South African, now owns the Rhine-Ruhr Terminal in Duisburg, the biggest inland port of the world, but also an entire network of other container terminals on the Rhine.

---

33 TEU = Twenty-foot equivalent unit, a measure used in intermodal transport.
36 Rotterdam Port Authority, Container Yearbook 1996 (Rotterdam 1996).
38 http://www.imperial.co.za/
The overall research question of the third project relates to the effects of containerization and globalisation on Rotterdam, its hinterland, and business clusters in the Lower Rhine area. How did the city, port authorities, and its industry react to the containerization of the port? Did they develop a new hinterland orientation as a result of this major technological shift in the port? Which role did the German hinterland play as point of transhipment in the intercontinental logistic chains? How important did Rotterdam remain for the industry in the Lower Rhine area? Were there still German investments in Rotterdam, and what about Dutch investments in the hinterland? Next to discontinuities, were there continuities in regional clustering as well? Last, what was the effect of overseas investors entering this cross-border economic region?

Primary Sources
This study will be done on the basis of corporate and (local) government archives. Most important documents are to be found in historical archives of Rotterdam Port Authority (Gemeentelijk Haven Bedrijf), Quick Dispatch, Thomson, Müller Progress, Cornelis Swarttouw, Pakhuismeesteren, Pakhoed, Internatio-Müller, Dutch Railways, ECT, Maersk, P&O Nedloyd, Imperial Logistics International, and Duisburger Hafen AG. In addition, government files can be found in public archives, Ministry of Economic Affairs in The Hague, Rheinisch-Westfälisches Wirtschaftsarchiv in Cologne, and Hessischen Wirtschaftsarchiv in Darmstadt.

5. Work Program

June 2009: Three Ph.D. students start working on their thesis

Program of the PH.D. students (in a four year programme):

June 2009-June 2010:
10 weeks Courses for Ph.D.-students of the N.W. Posthumus Institute.
During this program a paper will be written about the theory behind their thesis, as well as a major paper about the central question of the thesis, which can be a first draft of the introduction to their theses.
10 weeks As an introduction the candidate begins to study the relevant literature on German-Dutch economic relations, business history, as well as European history. (During the whole Ph.D. period the candidate is supposed to read all necessary literature.)
5 weeks Study of the theoretical literature on economic geography, business history and economic theory on international relations. The three will have some discussion meetings about the literature and which ideas can be used.
5 weeks Writing a summarizing paper: As far as possible, all papers of the Ph.D.-students will be used as first drafts of chapters of their thesis. If this is not for one reason or the other not possible or when a chapter is a paper in itself, it will be published. Every paper will be discussed in a meeting with at least the applicants and the other Ph.D. students, if necessary complemented with specialists from the Advisory Committee.
5 weeks Preliminary research in the Dutch and German public archives.
5 weeks Preliminary research in the relevant company archives.
5 weeks Analysis of the available statistics on cross-border flows for the relevant period. With this information and the information from the research of the previous period, the first conference papers will be written on one theme of the sub-project.

June 2010-June 2011:
5 weeks Courses for Ph.D.-students of the N.W. Posthumus Institute.
5 weeks Research in the archives of the Port Authority of Rotterdam.
10 weeks Research in research in the Dutch public archives.
10 weeks Research in the relevant company archives in the Netherlands and Germany.
5 weeks Writing a paper on a relevant Dutch-German cluster.
5 weeks Research of contemporary German economic journals on German international economic relations and of contemporary German public magazines, papers and diaries of politicians and businessmen about German foreign policy and the Netherlands.
5 weeks Research of published Dutch documents, diaries of politicians and businessmen about Dutch foreign policy and Germany.

June 2011-June 2012:
15 weeks Research in the German archives in Berlin and the Ruhr district.
10 weeks Research in the archives in the Netherlands.
10 weeks Writing a paper as a preparation for an international conference organised at the Erasmus University Rotterdam in the summer of 2012. This conference will be organised in close collaboration with various universities in Germany (Frankfurt and Cologne), France (Strasbourg), Switzerland (Zürich), Belgium (Leuven) and Denmark (Copenhagen). In this period also synopses of the theses will be written, which contains the title, sub-question and summary of every chapter. Furthermore, the planning of the writing will be revised.
10 weeks Writing the first drafts of Ph.D. theses based on the synopses, the previous papers and additional research. Every chapter will be discussed in a meeting with at least the applicants and the other Ph.D.-students, if necessary complemented with specialists from the Advisory Committee or the complete Committee.

June 2012-June 2013
20 weeks Continuation writing theses.
20 weeks Revision theses.
5 weeks Preparation publication and academic promotions.

June 2013-December 2013
Academic promotions.

September 2012-September 2014
Both applicants will do additional research and write a synthesis to be published with an international academic publisher, e.g. Routledge.

6. Planned deliverables

1. The results of the whole project will be presented at an international conference organised at Erasmus University Rotterdam in the early summer of 2012. This conference will be organised in close collaboration with various universities in Germany (Frankfurt and Cologne), France (Strasbourg), Switzerland (Zürich), Belgium (Leuven), Denmark (Copenhagen). These institutions have recently formed a collaborative Rhine network, which aims to study the long-term development of the transnational Rhine economy in the 1850-2000 period.
2. Conference papers. The Ph.D. students as well as the applicants will present papers at international conferences, e.g. the annual conference of the European Business History Conference (EBHA).
3. Articles containing reports on work-in-progress will be published in national and international economic historical and business historical journals such as the Bijdragen en Mededelingen betreffende de Geschiedenis der Nederlanden (BMGN), the Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis, the Vierteljahresheft für Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte, Business History, Zeitschrift für Unternehmensgeschichte, and Enterprise and Society.
4. Three Ph.D. theses published in English.
5. A synthesis published with an academic publisher in Britain, e.g. Routledge.
7. Summary for non-specialists


Sinds enige jaren valt een nauwe economische band tussen Nederland en Duitsland niet langer statistisch aan te tonen. Bijna anderhalf eeuw is er evenwel zo'n band geweest. Dat deze in de jaren negentig van de afgelopen eeuw verdween, had te maken met de grote veranderingen in het Ruhrgebied. Vanaf de jaren 1870 tot de jaren 1990 was Nederland economisch van het grootste belang voor het binnen Europa dominante Duitsland. Dit hing direct samen met het feit dat het belangrijkste industriële centrum van Europa, het Ruhrgebied, zich vlak over de grens bevond en Rotterdam en de havens aan de Rijnmond zich – zo leek het wel – min of meer vanzelf ontwikkelden tot voorhavens van dit machtige industriegebied. Aangezien Duitsland al in de late negentiende eeuw enerzijds onvoldoende grondstoffen voor zijn industrie en voedsel voor zijn arbeiders produceerde en anderzijds te veel steenkool en zware industrieproducten om zezelf te gebruiken, nam dit transport niet alleen enorme vormen aan, maar werd bovendien een soepel verlopen van die handelsstromen voor Duitsland een levensvoorwaarde. Andersom waren de economische ontwikkelingen in Duitsland veelal bepaling voor die in Nederland.

Gezien de belangrijke rol die Rotterdam heeft gespeeld in de bijzondere economische band met Duitsland is nader onderzoek naar de ontwikkeling van de relatie tussen Rotterdam, het Rotterdamse bedrijfsleven en de Rijnmondhavens enerzijds en het Ruhrgebied en het Duitse bedrijfsleven anderzijds in de verschillende periodes van de twintigste eeuw gewenst. Het is juist voor Rotterdam, de havens in en om Rotterdam en de bedrijven daarin werkzaam van belang een studie te laten verrichten naar het ontstaan, de groei en de gevolgen van het mogelijk verdwijnen van de nauwe economische relatie met het Duitse achterland. Het project heeft een economisch- en bedrijfshistorisch karakter en is gebaseerd op agglomeratie (clustering) theorieën uit de economische geografie. Deze theorieën zijn vanaf de jaren 1990 verder ontwikkeld door economen zoals Michael Porter and Paul Krugman, die het debat over de relatie tussen economische clustering en (grensoverschrijdende) regionale concurrentie vorm gaven.

De centrale vragen van het overkoepelend project luiden hoe en waarom de economische interdependentie tussen Rotterdam en zijn achterland zich in de periode 1870-2000 zich ontwikkelde, op welke manier de belangrijkste actoren vorm gaven aan die grensoverschrijdende regio, en welke rol netwerken speelden in dit proces. Hoewel het begrip hinterland een gecompliceerd en dynamisch begrip is, wordt het hier gedefinieerd als het belangrijkste continentale oorsprong- of doelgebied van handelsstromen van of voor een zeehaven. Het project richt zich op twee actoren in het Nederland-Rijngebied: bedrijven en overheden. De geografische locatie en de natuurlijke omstandigheden maakten de ontwikkeling van Europa’s belangrijkste grensoverschrijdende regio mogelijk. Toch waren het ondernemers en bedrijven die de gegeven omstandigheden gebruikten en de economische realiteit creëerden; klein-, midden- en grootbedrijf, alsmede kartels, schiepen uiteindelijk deze economische regio. Daarnaast speelden overheden, als regelgever van economische activiteiten, eigenaar van overheidsbedrijven en verschaffer van (semi-)collectieve goederen, eveneens een bepalinge rol.
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